TRANSPORTATION SOLUTIONS FOR 2030 AND BEYOND!

THE INTERNATIONAL REVIEW OF FUTURE TRANSPORTATION CONCEPTS AND TECHNOLOGIES

LAUNCHING IN JANUARY 2018!
The images of change: the future will be quick to arrive and disruptive!

This 160-page, perfect-bound publication will showcase the proceedings from the hugely successful Future of Transportation conference that took place in July 2017 in Cologne, Germany, and was attended by some of the most influential and forward-looking transportation experts in the world. Beautifully and graphically illustrated, The Future of Transportation 2018 review will look at all possible future transportation concepts. Categories covered in-depth will include:

> Getting transportation off the ground
> The legal and technical issues of autonomous vehicles
> Vision Zero technologies and concepts
> The challenge for rail
> Environmental sustainability
> Quantum shifts through big and small changes
> Infrastructure and project funding
> The changing landscape for car manufacturers

In short, if you are working on next-generation transportation solutions, you need to advertise in The Future of Transportation 2018.

Circulation
The publication will be circulated globally to 15,000 of the most influential and forward-looking transportation experts in the world.

Job titles and sectors reached will include;
Transportation planners, city planners, future mobility managers, innovation directors, CEOs, strategic planners, CTOs, heads of research and future product development, finance directors and investors, plus anyone involved in looking at future mobility projects and disruptive technological innovations.

> National, local, and city transportation authorities
> National government transportation authorities
> Automotive manufacturers, Tier 1 and 2 suppliers
> Aerospace manufacturers, suppliers, and R&D companies
> Railway operators, manufactures, and suppliers
> Private and public transportation providers
> ITS, mobility, and e-mobility technology companies
> Transportation and mobility research organizations and consultancies
> Transportation and future mobility designers
> Global tech companies

Plus anyone investing in and researching global megacity and future mobility concepts.

Publishing schedule:
Publication date: January 2018
Copy deadline: December 1, 2017

Advertisement rates
| Full page £2,750 | Half-page £1,950
| Double-page spread £3,950

Please contact Mike Robinson, publication manager, mike.robinson@ukimediaevents.com or Richard de Courcy, commercial manager richard.decourcy@ukimediaevents.com

UKi Media Events, Abinger House, Church St, Dorking, Surrey, RH4 1DF UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1306 743744 • Web: www.ukimediaevents.com